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Produced by the ACMS. 

The Australian Computer Museum Society, Inc was established in 1994 as an educational 
charity to preserve and exhibit the artefacts of computing history in Australia. That means not 
only the computers but also the documentation, software, peripherals, organisation and 
individuals who have made this possible. 

Our ongoing initiative is to record the histories of people and organisations that pioneered, 
used and developed computing equipment and associated technologies in Australia. 

Our mission is to educate Australians about the history of information technology, which today 
permeates every aspect of our daily lives. We do this in a number of ways. We are developing 
online reference materials and podcasts. We produce articles for magazines and websites. We 
write booklets and monographs. And we are working towards the public exhibition of 
representative artefacts. 

We plan to educate members of the public. We reach out to like-minded individuals and 
organisations in Australia and internationally. 

Australian Computer Museum Society, Inc 
9 West Street 
CROYDON NSW 2132 
www.acms.org.au 
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AGENDA 
1. The ACMS Inc. AGM in 2021 will take place on November 27th from 10:30 AM until 

Approximately 11:30 AM at 9 West St CROYDON N.S.W. 2132 at the National Computer 
Heritage Centre Theatre / Lecture space. With tours for members and BBQ thereafter onsite.

 
2.  Covid restrictions will apply at all times at the premises per applicable laws, currently these 
require 

1. Check-in on the Service NSW Attendance Register
2. Sanitising hands (Sanitiser is available on site)
3. Social distancing 
4. Providing proof of vaccination. Exemptions will not be accepted onsite for this event.
5. Masks will be worn if required by applicable laws on that date. Please BYO.

Please avoid attending if you are exhibiting symptoms or feeling unwell on the day - You may of 
course attend virtually.
3. Virtual attendance - 

Please register by email; secretary@acms.org.au to be provided with a 
ZOOM connection Link prior to the event.
Preparations for the meeting are scheduled to be completed by 10:15 AM please connect by 
then to ensure access.

 
       --  AT THE AGM  —

4. Reports shall be tabled by the Retiring Committee for the previous year (2020)
    These reports are included in this document

5. Deliberation and vote for the grant of $500 pool for the 2021 RetroChallenge October promotion

6. - 7 - Omitted
 
8.1 Tabling of the Minutes of the AGM (held 15 August 2020) (Included)

8.2 Tabling of the Treasurer’s / Presidents report

8.3 Update of current financial status 
Sunday, 14 November 2021 Page  of 7 24
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9. Election of Management Committee members
 
9.1 The seven positions of the Management Committee will now be declared vacant, and a
ballot shall determine which candidates constitute the new Management Committee.

 

9.2  Nomination of Candidates – There are two methods;
 

9.2.1 Complete the paper form available in this booklet and supply to the secretary in advance 
of the meeting via secretary@acms.org.au or another member to table on your behalf at the 
event.

 
9.2.2: Verbal nominations of ACMS members will be requested (one proposer and one 
seconder per nomination) for the positions (in turn)   These will be included with the 
nominations received by paper forms – if none are received, verbal nominations will be sought 
once again. All nominated candidates will be asked to consent to stand. 

Excessive nominations per position will require a ballot. 
A sole nomination for a position will be declared successful without a ballot. 
 
9.2.4 Ballots will be carried out as determined by the Chair. Only ACMS financial members may vote.
 
9.2.5 Successful candidates shall take up their Position as soon as elected.
 
10  On completion of the Elections, there may be an opportunity for discussions or announcements 
on matters relevant to ACMS Inc. at the discretion of the new Committee.
 
11 Close of AGM 2021 Meeting
 
Please contact me prior to the meeting date should you wish to discuss the matters herein.
 

Murray Irwin  ACMS Inc.  Hon.Sec.    0449-896-008.

A President Office Bearer
B Vice President Office Bearer
C Secretary Office Bearer
D Treasurer Office Bearer
E Ordinary committee member  ( 3 positions )
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PRESIDENT’S NOTE 
The Australian Computer Museum Society, Inc (ACMS) is a not-for-profit, DGR endorsed charity. 

This report has been produced to be tabled for adoption at the AGM for 27th of November 
2021 and has been produced using records available to the current executive.

Utilising forensic accounting practices to ascertain and verify the figures, we table the financial 
statements which forensically match bank records and records we have on file from members, 
suppliers and donors.

As the ACMS’ turnover is less than $150,000 and we are a classed a small organisation, this report 
has been created based on CASH accounting practices which are accepted for our organisation by 
the ATO and ACNC. (Note 1a)

The board was unable to obtain any documentation after the 2020 AGM from any party to show 
outstanding loans from members, or that monies claimed to be “loans” were ever endorsed by any 
committee past or present. Therefore this report bases all prior claims of “loans” to be treated as 
donations, and all monies returned from the ACMS to individuals to be classed “reimbursements” for 
expenses incurred utilising monies on the behalf of the ACMS. If we are to accept the claimed 
unsecured loans, the reimbursements made to date without the authority of the then sitting board 
would likely be classed misappropriated and this is not something we believe to be reflective of the 
situation in context of how the organisation was being operated at that time.

In 2021 we reduced physical cash transactions due to COVID and to streamline accounts moving 
forward to be more easily verified and accounted.
In 2021, all financial data to the 1/1/19 was loaded into a new accounting system, Billcue which is 
being donated by Billcue an Australian Cloud based accounting company.
During March-October 2021, all outstanding BAS accounts were finalised with available data.

2020 and 2021 have proven to be challenging times for the ACMS, however with a strong new 
committee who have been willing to explore some new directions, and allowed me to continue the 
work of our prior president, Graeme Philipson, after his tragic fatal accident, I’m very proud of what 
has been achieved with our limited time and resources during a time when we have all been 
restricted in our movements.

Personally, I’m proud to have negotiated and fought hard for our new home at 9 West Street 
Croydon, worked with industry connections to obtain free internet, security, accounting, furniture, and 
several other donations for our organisation to move into a new era of stability, accountability and 
function in the community.
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As a team we have run our first ever rural travelling museum event in Portland NSW in conjunction 
with The Foundations, Portland in country NSW.

We have launched and brought the majority of our collection home to West Street.

We have had our very first open weekend and launch event.

We have made a future looking catalogue of annual events to give us structure 

We have submitted our first ever major grant application and proposal.

We flooded the October RetroChallenge 2021 with Australian entrants and setup a forum for the 
community.

We are looking towards community engagement in education, mental health, social issues and 
support via workshops and setting up a community workshop at West Street for member use to 
support our community.

I hope that I will be allowed to continue my role within the organisation until such a time that I am 
myself a vintage relic who must be upgraded by the latest in whizz bang technological ideas and 
advancements of the day.

Thank you
Adrian Franulovich
President 2021 

Note 1a.
(https://www.acnc.gov.au/for-charities/manage-your-charity/obligations-acnc/reporting-annually-acnc/
cash-and-accrual)
(https://www.ato.gov.au/business/gst/accounting-for-gst-in-your-business/choosing-an-accounting-
method/#AccountingforGSTonacashbasis) 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COMMITTEE REPORT 
Organising Storage in Croydon and Progress 
Towards a Catalogue 
by Sebastian Boell 

While lockdown was restricting access 
to the ACMS' collection in Croydon 
serious progress was made during the 
first half of 2021 towards cataloguing 
the ACMS collection of artefacts. I 
want to briefly report on this 
progress, but let's first start with the 
overall vision. 

I am sure you have heard the proverb 
"If a tree falls in a forest and no one is 
around to hear it, does it make a 
sound?" To me the meaning of this 
proverb tells us something about 
evidence and the certainty what we 
can have about knowing what 
occurred. In other words, if nobody is 
there to pay witness how can we be 
sure of an account? 

The same applies to the extensive collection of the ACMS of at least 30,000 items. How can the broader public 
or a public servant assess the contribution and value of the ACMS collection if there is no record of its 
existence? Sure, we have a warehouse filled with tens of thousands of items, but the value of these items to the 
Australian history of computing will only be apparent to those who know something about the history of 
computing already. Dare I say, to an ignorant it may look like a big collection of old computers that may belong 
to e-waste. 

To provide evidence of what we have and why it is important we need to have something like a tape recorder 
that records the tree falling when nobody is around. A museum catalogue is just that. 

A catalogue should not be mistaken with an inventory listing items. A museum catalogue is much more than 
that, it is the single most important item that gives a collection credibility and sets it apart from a room filled 
with artefacts. At the bare minimum, a catalogue needs to tell us the name of an item (e.g. TRS-80), what type 
of item it is (personal computer), where the item is currently locates (shelve 4, on display, on loan, or in the 
restoration workshop), and have a picture of the item. Of course, more information is better and ideally a 
museum catalogue also tells us where an item came from, when it was created and where and how it was used 
and by whom. In other words, a catalogue allows us to tell a story about every piece in our collection. 
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My vision is to create such a record of the ACMS current and future collection. Moreover, I believe it is 
important that we are not only clear about the goal but also about the road that lays ahead and the work that is 
required. Anybody who knows the extend of the ACMS’ collection will understand that getting to the final 
catalogue as described above will take several years of full-time work for a trained archivist. Fortunately, much 
was achieved during the first months of 2021 that will help us get there: 

1. We brought large parts of the collection together in a single location in Sydney's inner west. Everybody 
on the board and many volunteers spend an extraordinary amount of time to make this happen. 
However, particular credit must go to Murray Irvin for managing trucks and volunteers to make this 
happen and to Adrian Franulovich for securing West Street for us. The result is that items are now much 
better stored, and that the ACMS now spends a similar monthly amount on storage than a year ago but 
with the collection being much more accessible than it used to be just 12 months ago. 

2. We now nearly completed a first sort of the collection and arranged items by broad categories. The 
floor-plan of the current storage layout gives you an idea. This first sort is invaluable for being able to 

start the cataloguing process by prioritising important items, for understanding where we have 
multiples of the same artefact, as well as where strengths and weaknesses in our collection are. This 
sort also allows us to build efficiency for the cataloguing process as we can, for instance, bulk assign 
several items an item type and location in one step. This reduces repetition and makes the task of 
cataloguing large number of items much more achievable. Much credit for this work has to go to Roy 
Antaw, Tasman France and John Webster who spend countless days with me sorting through large piles 
of items often missing screws at important parts of their casing. 

3. Any museum collection needs to be structured so that items can be found. For instance, items need to 
be consistently named and allocated in a hierarchy of devices so that, for instance, a 3.5' floppy drive 
for a particular architecture is recognised as such. Much work was thus devoted to understanding 
existing museum classifications and their relevance and use to the ACMS. In particular, Cynde Moya 
who formerly worked at the Living Computers: Museum and Labs in Seattle was extremely helpful in 
identifying that we can, to a large extent, stand on the shoulders of the nomenclature standard. 

4. Identifiers for items are another important aspect where we made considerable progress. To link the 
information in a catalogue to a particular item it is critical that we know to what item a specific piece of 
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information refers. Early on we decided that writing 30.000 identifiers by hand is not only prone to 
error, but it will also take a long time if you think of the work involved at scale. Moreover, sticking items 
on devices is not ideal as they can damage an item or fall off. Moreover, a machine-readable identifier 
will be good to allow effective lookup of information in the catalogue. We played around with the idea 
of transportation tags with QR codes but finally identified a solution that will allow us to handle large 
numbers of items effectively as well as guiding efficient data entry into the catalogue. Much important 
thinking on this came from Riley Perry. 

5. And, of course, the main ingredient for a catalogue is the cataloguing software. Getting this right is 
critical as just small gains in efficiency for the data collection and creation will add up to weeks of work 
when looking at the cataloguing process at scale. Other important aspects for the ACMS are cost, a 
mobile friendly version, support for nomenclature, the ability to bulk edit data, ability to display the 
catalogue on our website, the handling of identifiers, and of course efficient data entry at scale. After 
running a test server, talking to vendors, a semester long project with 200 students from the University 
of Sydney and the great support by George 
Murdocca, Riley Perry and Tasman France we 
believe we have identified a good solution that will 
be suitable to our needs. 

I know many of our volunteers are looking forward to the 
end of the lockdown so that we can complete the second 
step above, test our cataloguing system and start creating 
entries for the first few hundred items. 
 

Pictured: Sebastian Boell at the move in 
to 9 West Street croydon, October 2020 
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2020 STATEMENTS (TABLED) 
 INCOME  and  EXPENDITURE,  Summary Report 

Explanatory Notes to be read in conjunction with Financial Statements, 
 Note 1.  2020 Electricity still to be approved for renumeration to John Geremin. 

Note 2.  Expenses do not factor the Bond which has been accounted for GST reasons with 
the ATO 
Note 3.  Paypal Frozen Balance whereabouts unknown 
Note 4. We will no longer break down cash donations and have steered away from all cash 
transactions in 2021. 

INCOME Note 2020 2019

Bank Interest received $ 8.41 $ 107.95

General Donors $ 56,058.72 $ 13,254.24

Donations in trade by committee 891.10 $0.00

Memberships NEW $ 1,068.94 $ 350.00

Membership Renewals (Cash) $ 530.00 $ 210.00

Regular (monthly) sponsors 1320 $0.00

Rentals, Exhibition/Equipment $ 0.00 $ 300.00

Patreon (20) / Cash Donations (19) 4 $ 3,439.85 $ 21,251.00

TOTAL Annual INCOME $ 63,317.02 $ 35,473.19

EXPENSES Note 2020 2019

Bad Debts 3 $ 129.61

Bank Fees $ 13.64 $ 5.00

Equipment – shipping containers $ 17,891.81 $ 8,240.00

Incorp.,Insurance (Public Liab., etc) $ 510.00 $ 510.00

Meeting costs (inc Hall hire) - $ 606.00

Office – Printing, etc $ 25.27 $ 0.00

Postage (no Newsletters), PO Box, etc - $ 248.00

Power for Storage units – 1 $ 0.00

Storage / Rent $ 44,199.22 $ 25,270.00

Transport, Freight, etc $ 27.27 $ 76.00

Volunteer Costs $ 663.64 $ 437.00

TOTAL EXPENSES $ 63,460.46 $ 35,392.00

Excess of INCOME over EXPENSES 2 $ (143.44) $ 81.19
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DEPRECIATION SCHEDULE for Period, 2020  
      Fixed Assets – Racking, Containers       $ NIL (Instant Write-off) 
 Museum Items and Displays        $ NIL (Instant Write-off) 

Table of outstanding loans from members  
  
 A Secured loan was signed in September 2020 by All 4 members of the executive  
 to the benefit of the ACMS from Less Pie More Run Pty Ltd (LPMR) whom supplied  
 a credit line of $11687.50 to cover the bond on the West Street Property to secure  
 it. This is in the form of a “chattel mortgage”. This will allow the ACMS to recoup  
 GST amounts immediately to reduce the loan ASAP. The due date of the loan is  
 30/9/2022.  

 For transparency, LPMR is a wholly owned entity of myself, Adrian Franulovich. 

     Adrian  Franulovich, ACMS President.  October, 2021. 

These financial figures are supplied as final figures based on accounts supplied by Treasurer Joe 
Lemura. 

A.C.M.S. Inc.   BALANCE  SHEET  at   31st December, 2020. 
============================================================== 
BALANCE OF MEMBERS FUNDS (previous period Dec-2020)     $  15,439.00
Add  - Excess of INCOME over EXPENSES for 2020       $    -143.44
Total Current Assets     $   15295.56 
Non-CASH assets, end 2020. Containers, Racking, etc.  **  $   26482.00 
Liabilities - Secured Loans from Members.        $ $11,687.50 
CURRENT YEAR END POSITION w/o-Equity     $  $41777.56* 

  TOTAL OF MEMBERS FUNDS (as of 31st December, 2020) 
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Cash Funds -- as at End-Of-Year 2019 2020

Commonwealth Bank Account $ 14,257.51 $ 1,614.06

Bank West Saver account $ 1,036.88 $ 13,681.50

PayPal – Contributions, FROZEN $ 129.61 $ 0.00

Petty Cash Float $ 15.00 $ 0.00

Total Cash Year End $ 15,439.00 $ 15,295.56

Liabilities $ (11,687.50)

TOTAL MOVEMENT $ (11,830.94)
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ADDITIONAL NOTES (TABLED) 
Additional Working Notes re 2020  ACMS / Finances.  

There were 16 financial members for the year 2019 this has extended to 46 in 2020. 

Fixed Assets  

22 Bays of Pallet Racking (Without boards) x $200   -  $  4,400.00 
1 x 40 Foot Shipping Container      $   8,240.00 
2 x 40 Foot Shipping Container     $ 14,202.00 

Shipping containers will be sold in 2021 at a nominal fee due to their dilapidation to cover 
debts accrued by the prior board which have not been accounted for to date. The loss will be 
factored as an asset loss, and not accounting will occur due to the containers already having 
been written off on instant asset guidelines. 

Figures in the tabled Summary report in RED indicate they are an expense 

Figures in the tabled Summary report in GREEN indicate they are income 
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IN MEMORIAM 
Graeme Philipson 27 February 1954 – 26 January 2021

Graeme was the inaugural president of the Australia Computer 
Museum Society (ACMS) in 1994 and also the president voted in at 
the last annual meeting in 2020. Graeme Philipson was a prolific 
author and communicator on IT in Australia. He wrote on high 
technology, business and travel and was a market researcher and 
analyst, a public speaker and a published poet. Graeme grew up in 

Tamworth where he developed a lifelong passion for Australian Country Music. When he 
graduated from the University of New England in Political Science and History, his first job was 
as a mainframe computer operator and later Graeme was one of the first people selling Apple ]
[ computers in Australia.

During the 1980s Graeme established his career as one of the leading IT journalists in Australia. 
His achievements are recognised by being the recipient of the Kester lifetime achievement 
award for contributions to IT journalism. Graeme was founding editor of a number of IT 
magazines: MIS Magazine, the Australian Apple Review, and the True Blue magazine for IBM 
mainframe and midrange computers. Graeme was also editor for Computerworld Australia, 
Asia-Pacific correspondent for the Software magazine, as well as columnist for large Systems at 
Computing Australia, and regular writer of opinion pieces for The Australian, The Sydney 
Morning Herald and The Age. 

Graeme was Australia’s leading computer industry historian, and author of the history of the 
Australian IT industry, A Vision Splendid: The History of Australian Computing published by the 
ACS Foundation. He has written the corporate histories of Fujitsu ANZ and leading Australian 
software company TechnologyOne. 

Graeme was also an experienced IT consultant working as Research Director for Gartner Asia 
Pacific, and as Research Manager for Yankee Group Australia.

He has often appeared on radio and TV as a commentator on technology, and has conceived, 
promoted and chaired many major seminars and conferences in the areas of sustainability, IT 
management, technology futures, telecommunications and biotech. He wrote over 3000 articles 
and columns on technology and management for many publications around the world. He 
authored six books and published more than 50 market research reports on international 
technology industries, and conducted many proprietary market research studies. 

We couldn’t have achieved what we have without the help from Graeme Philipson. As 
Graeme was the first president of the ACMS it seemed obvious that Graeme should 
return to the organisation as president again to steer the ACMS in a new direction with a 
new board. He gave the ACMS renewed legitimacy, renewed vigour, and an intellectual 
foundation that will serve the ACMS for many years to come. It was devastating to lose 
Graeme, but his presence, ideas, and contacts have allowed us all to continue in his 
absence. He brought in over $20,000 in donations, many new members, and many new 
benefactors within a few months of being re-elected as president. We feel that he made 
a crucial difference in Australia's path to getting a world class computer museum. He 
was also a good friend to all of us and we miss him dearly. 
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BUDGET 2022 

Being run by volunteers, our budget is simple and competitive for value achieved per $ input.

* One off fees - Rural charity not noted as still in private discussions. 

Static Costs Income Cost (ex) Note

Rent $44500

Power $3500 Includes 3 phase connections

Internet $0 Donated by ISP

Stationery $500 $0 Donated by Corporate

Art Displays for in-house artist $2500

Security $120 Monitoring

Outgoings $0 Included in rent

Consumables $1800 Solder/Ink/Etc

Freight $5500 Repatriation of donated items

Museum Running Costs $5200 $7500 Inc marketting

Library Setup* $5000 $5000 Graeme Philipson Memorial Library

Members Facilities $3500 $7500

Insurance $10500 Approx Member, public liability and 
storage fee

Membership income and 
Donations

59375

Projected income / cost 73575 $88420 Excluding GST

Grants / Projects

Grants $5000 $5000 Raised through fund raisers

Projects $5,000

Youth Education $5,000 In partnership with rural charity.

Retro Challenges / Community 
Days

2400 $5000 (Inc Prize pool for bi-annual restoration 
challenges in the community)

Projected yearly income/cost 7400 $20000

Profit / Loss 27445 A shortfall of $27,445 is expected with no 
grant assistance.
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2020 AGM MINUTES 
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Australian Computer Museum Society (ACMS) 

Annual General Meeting Minutes 

 

Date: 15 August 2020 

Time: 12:45 PM 

Place: 9 George St, North Strathfield (many attendees joining via Zoom) 

 

Attendees: 

John Geremin, Anne Jones, Alex Rosser, Michael Saunders, Bill Kocent, Phil Logozzo, Evan Harrison, Anthony 
Agius, Peter Irwin, Matt Lloyd, Milton Barr, Sebastian Boell, Tennyson Delarosa, Guy Dunphy, Murray Irwin, Adrian 
Franulovich, Graeme Philipson, Sean McNamara, Joe Lemura, Riley Perry, George Murdocca, Iain Waugh, John 
Webster, Jennifer Seberry, Daniel Newman, Jade Field, Tasman France, Dave Hawley 

Apologies:  

Proxies:  

 

  

ACMS AGM, 15 August 2020 
 

Item Description 

1 Welcome and introductions 

2 Announcement of new Patron: Professor Jennifer Seberry (Outgoing President) 

3 Mention of former President and primary donor, John Deane passing 

4 Review of actions from previous Annual General Meeting  

5 Item: Acceptance of minutes of previous Annual General Meeting 
 
Proposed resolution: That the minutes of the annual general meeting be accepted.  
Moved: John Geremin 
Seconded: Tennyson Delarosa 
Passed 

6 Item: Include all relevant reports as part of the minutes in future. 
 
Proposed resolution: That all relevant reports included as part of the minutes in future. 
Moved: Sebastian Boell 
Seconded: Riley Perry 
 
Passed 
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7 Item: Treasurer’s Report 
 
Discussion: Why were general donors from 2019 omitted from report? Why were the figures incorrectly added up? How 
were they compiled? General agreement that they should be audited 
 
Proposed resolution: That the Treasurer’s report not be accepted until an amended report based on an audit acceptable 
to the incoming board is done. 
 
Moved: Graeme Philipson 
Seconded: Tennyson Delarosa 
 
Passed unanimously. 
 

8 Item: Declaration to Department of Fair Trading. Public officer Milton Baar needs to let the Department of Fair 
Trading know that our AGM is incomplete because we have a compulsory item (acceptance of Treasurer’s Report) 
outstanding. 
 

9 Item: Financial situation. 
Current Liabilities are approximately $10,000 at Catherine Field. Not formalised. John Geremin commented on lack of 
documentation. Invoice unpaid to Mathew Lloyd.  
Nor have loans being formally declared. John Geremin and others say they have made loans to the society, but these 
have not been adequately documented. Discussion about regularising the loans situation. 
 
Motion: Declare Loans 
 
Proposed resolution: That all member loans be formally declared.  
 
Moved: John Webster 
Seconded: Adrian Franulovich 
 
Passed 
 

ACMS AGM, 15 August 2020 
 

10 
 

Item: Election of Office Bearers and General Committee Positions  
 
The following Officers were elected unopposed. The continuing Public Officer, a requirement for NSW Department of 
Fair Trading, is Milton Baar. 

Position Member Elected Proposed by Seconded by 
President Graeme Philipson Riley Perry Sebastian Boell 
Vice President Adrian Franulovich  Riley Perry Sean McNamara 
Secretary Riley Perry Adrian Franulovich Iain Waugh? 
Treasurer Joe Lemura Riley Perry Adrian Franulovich 
Committee Tasman France Tennyson Delarosa Adrian Franulovich 
Committee Sebastian Boell Guy Dunphy Riley Perry 
Committee Sean McNamara Adrian Franulovich Riley Perry 
Public Officer Milton Barr Dave Hawley Sean McNamara 

 

11 Item: Any other business 
 
Graeme Philipson discussed the importance of getting the books in order. Adrian Franulovich discussed goals. Graeme 
Philipson discussed the Pearcey Foundation. Tennyson Delarosa and Guy Dunphy discussed the archiving project. 
Tennyson Delarosa raised $5,500 from the group (in the form of pledges). 
 
Incoming President Graeme Philipson declared the meeting closed at 2pm. 
 

Minute taker: Riley Perry 

Signed: 
 

Name: Graeme Keith Philipson, President 

Date: 25 August 2020 

 



NOMINATION FORM 
(9. Election of Management Committee members)
 
9.1 The seven positions of the Management Committee will now be declared vacant, and a
ballot shall determine which candidates constitute the new Management Committee.

 

9.2  Nomination of Candidates – There are two methods;
 

9.2.1 Complete this paper form

———————————————————————————————————————————
Australian Computer Museum Society Nomination / Voting Form AGM 2021

I __________________________________ nominate the following persons for the positions outlines 
above. I am a current financial member of the ACMS without any outstanding balance owing to the 
organisation and am over 18 years of age.

I nominate _____________________________ for the position  of PRESIDENT
I nominate _____________________________ for the position  of VICE PRESIDENT
I nominate _____________________________ for the position  of TREASURER
I nominate _____________________________ for the position  of SECRETARY
I nominate _____________________________ for the position  of COMMITTEE MEMBER
I nominate _____________________________ for the position  of COMMITTEE MEMBER
I nominate _____________________________ for the position  of COMMITTEE MEMBER

Each nomination will be classed as a vote for that member in that position. You do not need to vote 
for each position, you can vote/nominate for any single or all positions.

Signed ________________________________. Dated : _________________________________

A President Office Bearer
B Vice President Office Bearer
C Secretary Office Bearer
D Treasurer Office Bearer
E Ordinary committee member  ( 3 positions )
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9 West Street CROYDON NSW 2132
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